Initial balance in human standing postures: Roles of the joint mechanisms.
The static initial postures of standing before applying perturbations may affect the maintenance of postural balance. The goal of this article was to find the stable set of postures and then determine the roles of joint mechanisms. The set of posture was defined in a biomechanical model based on three joint angles of the lower limbs. Optimized inverse dynamics method was used to solve for muscle forces in a precise model of the human musculoskeletal system posed in 4096 static sets of posture using AnyBody software. Results showed that the overall body muscular activity in standing is reduced by knee flexion. Moderate knee angles between 20° and 60° provided safer postures against possible perturbations because of higher collaboration levels of the joint mechanisms. About 36% of the overall postural infeasibilities were attributed to the inability of the ankle muscles to more sustain the exerted loads. Although the roles of the joint mechanisms were closely dependent on the postures, there was no direct relation between the joint kinematics and activation levels of their supporting muscles. Lower extremity muscle groups collaborate to maintain the balance in a considerable number of static postures.